In this work we identify combinations of technological activities that signal the presence local 1 capabilities in a country to successfully export a product. We use country-level patent and trade data 2 to generate a multi-layer network, and we apply maximization of entropy to generate synthetic data to 3 effectively divide signal from noise. We show that in several sectors the signal far exceed the noise. Our 4 exercise provides robust evidence of the presence of synergies between technologies to explain trade 5 performances in specific markets. This can be highly useful for policy makers, to inform industrial and 6 innovation policies. 
veries between a minimum number 629 and a maximum 636 also depending on the year, and p spans It is possible to define for a given year y the binary bipartite networks countries-technologies and countries-products respectively represented by the binary biadjacency matrices M C,T (y) and M C,P (y) whose elements M ct (y) and M cp (y) are defined as follows: where again a refers to a technological sector t in the case of the bipartite countries-technologies 52 network and to a product category p in the countries-product case.
53
Once we have the matrices M C,T (y 1 ) for the year y 1 and M C,P (y 2 ) for the year y 2 , in analogy with [7] , we can construct the assist matrix B T →P (y 1 , y 2 ), whose generic element is defined as:
where k t (y 1 ) = ∑ c M ct (y 1 ) is the number of countries having the technology t in their technological 54 basket of year y 1 , k (p) c (y 2 ) = ∑ p M cp (y 2 ) is the cardinality of the product basket of country c in the 55 year y 2 . As well explained in [7] , B tp (y 1 , y 2 ) with y 1 ≤ y 2 gives the conditional probability that a bit of 56 information produced in the technological sector t in the year y 1 arrives at the product category p in 57 the year y 2 (through one of the countries having t in its technological basket of the year y 1 and p in the 58 product basket of the year y 2 ). Note that the elements B tp (y 1 , y 2 ) can be also seen as the weights of the 59 links of the bipartite network technologies-products with the former at year y 1 and the latter at year y 2 60 whose probabilistic interpretation has just been given above.
61
Through the assist matrix B T →P (y 1 , y 2 ), we define the Λ motifs of such bipartite network as:
which measures the joint and conditional probability of co-occurrence in a single country of a pair of 62 technologies t and t at year y 1 and of a product p at year y 2 . As explicitly shown in [7 a population of motifs equal to 5500 units (see below).
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As a first test we report the mean signal φ, i.e., the signal averaged over all combinations of t, t 116 and p. Since the total number of such motifs is extremely large, we choose 5500 motifs at random and 117 take their signal as representative of the mean one. Figure 1 shows that φ basically remains within one 118 standard deviation from the noise level α, indicating that the mean signal within the data is negligible. Figure 1 . Mean signal φ of 5500 combinations of t, t and p chosen at random, for different values of the time lag ∆y. Error bars represent the standard deviation over the year pairs giving the same time lag, whereas, the dotted line is the significance level α.
119
We then report the signal relative to motifs within selected regions of the assist matrix. Specifically,
120
we choose sub-regions of 11 technologies and 100 products (related to specific technology and 121 production fields), whose total number of (unordered) Λ motifs is 5500. From Figure 2 we see 122 that, by selecting coherent sets of technologies and products, the signal is much enhanced: the presence 123 of a pair of technologies in the capability basket of a country can predict if that country can successfully 124 export a product, and this happens almost independently on the time lag ∆y.
125
As consistency checks we make two exercises, both reported in Figure 3 . Firstly, we show that 126 the results we just presented do not depend on the particular resolution used to choose the motifs.
127
Secondly, we show that for incoherent technologies and products, we can indeed get a much lower 128 signal-even lower than the significance level. In this latter case, a significant development of specific 129 technologies corresponds to a low-level export of given products.
130
We finally want to provide a few examples of motifs with high signal. To do that, since the total 131 number of motifs is extremely high so that a complete exploration is not efficient and surely not clever,
132
we checked the motifs made up of the link pairs B tp (y 1 , y 2 ) and B t p (y 1 , y 2 ) which are independently 133 the most significant. Table 1 reports some instances of such motifs for the specific choice ∆y = 0. 
Conclusions

135
In this work we provided an effectual way of measuring the combined effect of a set of technology 136 on one product. In particular in this work we highlight lambda motifs: the paired effect of two 137 technology together. Bottom panel: technological codes related to sector "chemistry" -C09H e C10L macromolecular and inorganic compounds, gas and petroleum, products, and products in the region 2706-3104 inorganic and organic chemicals, pharmaceuticals. In all cases, error bars represent the standard deviation over the year pairs giving the same time lag, whereas, the dotted line is the significance level α.
we confirm that regional co-occurrences between activities are able to extract information on shared 142 capabilities, to inform policy makers and stakeholders of relevant synergies.
143
The mapping provided by the techniques of the effects of pairs of technologies on products can 144 be transformed in a powerful instrument to inform policies and industrial strategies. This operational 145 step will be an important aspect of future research. 
Appendix: the Bipartite Configuration Model (BiCM) and the null model
147
In order to assess the statistical significance of elements of the assist matrices, we resort to a null 148 model for the bipartite matrices {M C,T (y), M C,P (y)}, built by randomly reshuffling their elements (i.e.,
149
the network links connecting nodes in the layer C of countries with respectively nodes the layer T of 150 technologies and P of products), but preserving country diversifications and activity (i.e., technologies 151 or products) ubiquities in the two bipartite networks (i.e., the degrees of the nodes in both layers of the 152 bipartite networks countries-technologies and countries-products) . This means that we randomize the Let us start by introducing the ERBG with fixed mean node degrees and letM ∈ Ω be a network configuration in such ensemble and P(M) be the probability of that graph. By implementing the prescriptions from Information Theory and Statistical Mechanics [12, 18] , the least biased choice of P(M) is the one that maximizes the informational entropy
subject to the normalization condition ∑M ∈Ω P(M) = 1 plus the constraints:
where k * a ∀a ∈ A and k * b ∀b ∈ B are arbitrarily fixed values for the mean degrees of nodes belonging to layers A and B. By defining the respective Lagrange multipliers ω, {µ a } a∈A and {ν b } b∈B (one for each node of the bipartite network), the probability distribution that maximizes the entropy satisfies satisfying at the same time the constraints, for all configurationsM ∈ Ω is given by the following variational equation:
It is a matter of simple algebra to show that the solution of this equation is:
where the function H(M | {µ a }, {ν b }) is usually called the Hamiltonian of the graph configurations
and Z({µ a }, {ν b }) is the corresponding partition function
The above Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) define the network ensemble known as the BiCM model.
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Note that, as we have implemented only local constraints, i.e. the node degrees, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as the product of single link probability distributions over all pair of nodes belonging respectively to the two different layers [13] :
where π ab is simply the probability of the link between nodes a ∈ A and b ∈ B:
with η a = e −µ a and θ b = e −ν b . In other words the existence of different links are independent events with respective probabilities related only to the Lagrange multipliers of the lateral nodes of the links. The values of the Lagrange multipliers are determined by the constraints Eqs. (6) which can be rewritten in terms of the derivatives of the partition function: 
where P(M | {µ c }, {ν a }) is the probability measure (11) evaluated for a configuration coinciding with the real network M and {k a } a∈A and {k b } b∈B are the node degrees of M. The best values for {η a } a∈A and {θ b } b∈B (or equivalently {µ a } a∈A and {ν b } b∈B ) are therefore obtained by maximizing such log-likelihood in these parameters. It is simple to show that this amounts in nsolving the system of |A| + |B| equations in |A| + |B| unknowns:
which coincides to choose k * a = k a ∀a ∈ A and k * b = k b ∀b ∈ B. Finally, the null model for a real bipartite can therefore be applied to construct an appropriate null model for all empirical bipartite networks 185 {M C,T (y), M C,P (y)} y min ≤y≤y max obtained respectively by the databases Patstat and COMTRADE.
186
In order to build a null model for the assist matrices B T →P (y 1 , y 2 ), and consequently for the Λ motifs defined by Eq. (4), obtained by Patstat and COMTRADE data at different years y 1 and y 2 , we can now compose null models for the bipartite networks M C,T (y 1 ) and M C,P (y 2 ). This is done by contracting the two BiCMs for the matrices M C,T (y 1 ) and M C,P (y 2 ) along the country dimension [11, 19] , as for Eq. (3). We have:B
c (y 2 ) = ∑ pMcp (y 2 ) are respectively the ubiquity of technology t and the product diversification of country c in the two single configurations for the BiCM null models for the two bipartite networks countries-technologies of year y 1 and countries-products of year y 2 . In other words, starting by the two BiCM ensembles for M C,T (y 1 ) and M C,P (y 2 ) we build by composition an ensemble of configurations of bipartite networks Ω T →P (y 1 , y 2 ) with link weights given by Eq. (16). The distributions of suchB tp (y 1 , y 2 ) values describing the null model can be in principle obtained using exact techniques [11, 19] . However due to the non-Gaussianity of such distributions, we adopt a more practical sampling technique: starting from the BiCMs for M C,T (y 1 ) and M C,P (y 2 ), we use Eqs. (11), (12) and (16) to generate null Assist matrix bipartite networks, and populate the related ensemble Ω T →P (y 1 , y 2 ) to estimate the full distributions. In a similar way, by using the composition Eq. (4) for the ensemble Ω T →P (y 1 , y 2 ):
(y 1 , y 2 ) =B tp (y 1 , y 2 )B t p (y 1 , y 2 )
and averaging over all pairs of years y 1 and y 2 with fixed delay ∆y = y 2 − y 1 to getΛ tp (∆y), we can 187 construct the null distribution of Λ motifs for each triple t, t , p and delay ∆y.
188
The generic observed element Λ 
